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Introduction  

The DNS has been one of the Internet’s core infrastructure 

systems for almost 30 years. Now, with the DNS Security 

Extensions (DNSSEC) DNS is becoming the first operationally 

deployed Internet-scale distributed system to be protected using 

public key cryptography. As of June 2011, the DNS root and 

major top level domains (e.g., .com, .gov) have been signed. 

Measurement data from SecSpider show that the number of 

signed zones roughly quadrupled between 2010 and 2011, from 

roughly 7,000 to over 30,000 (and was several hundred thousand 

at the time of this writing). As a robust and now potentially 

secured global database, there is a growing interest in using DNS 

as a general Internet-scale infrastructure to verify and bootstrap 

secure transactions. In particular, the IETF’s DANE working 

group proposes to use the “DNS to provide source authentication 

for public keys.” This operational deployment combined with 

the work to add new services is an important watershed event 

that reflects an increased awareness that operators are gaining 

about securing core protocols and the potential to add new 

services. 

The system could be classified unto three sections. The first 

elaborates on the DNSSEC functions. The next section implies 

how the theory part transfer into practice. And the final section 

focuses on how the back end corroboration plays.  

Related Work 

The DNS comprises of internet equivalent of maintaining a 

directory and translate into IP address . This is evident in the 

work shown in “Development of Domain Name System” [6]. It 

has explored the various data base distribution techniques which 

can be broadly explained. Among the a system suitable for 

managing file names on a local disk would be substantially 

different from a system for maintaining an internet wide mailing 

list. The challenge here is to develop an approach which, at least 

conceptually, structures the total task into layers or some other 

coherent organization.  

A similar work would be the efforts made in recognizing the 

user data to make it in confidential in the DNSSEC “Quantifying 

the operational Status of the Deployment” measuring the 

security in which DNSSEC plays the major role the binding 

between a DNS providing a particular service and the key that 

can be used to establish encrypted connection to the service.  

To improvise over the inefficiencies of using the Domain 

Name Space Eric Osterweil, Dan Massey, Danny Mcpherson 

says that it not only protects the DNS it also protects the global 

database services in this user information security is very 

important to protect. 

It is widely recognized that security is a fundamental 

challenge facing the Internet today, and cryptographic 

technologies are generally viewed as a powerful tool-set for 

addressing security challenges.  

Over the past several years, there have been a number of 

efforts to retrofit existing protocols with cryptographic 

protection.This is especially true for Internet-scale systems. 

Internetscale systems are large in size as measured by the 

number of their components, which belong to a large number of 

independent administrative authorities without any central 

control. Yet deploying a cryptographic protection in an Internet-

scale system means that the mechanism needs to be deployed 

across the entire Internet and can be used by all desired parties in 

a cohesive manner. 

Paul V.Mockapetris Research in naming systems has 

typically resulted in proposals for systems which could replace 

or encapsulate all other systems, or systems which allow 

translations between separate name spaces, data formats, etc. 

Both approaches have advantages and drawbacks. The present 

DNS and efforts to unify its name space without special domains 
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secure . A reasonable DNSSEC deployment model and a typical choice of a CoT, has been 

properly implemented to protect the full data access for the general view of the user. Our 

limited deployment of Vantages has outperformed the verifiability of DNSSEC and has 

properly validated .Then the various adversary would be able to Man-in-middle attacks on 

arbitrary traffic into autonomous systems. Then the whole database and the backend process 
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for specific networks, etc. place the DNS in the first category. 

However, its success is universal enough to be encouraging 

while not enough to solve the user’s difficulty with obscure 

encodings from other systems. Technical and/or political 

solutions to the growing complexity of naming will be a growing 

need. 

A couple of similar works is that of Jeff Sedayao and 

Krishna Kant proposal of a system to create an interactive 

system to encourage  DNSSEC-related misconfigurations which 

affect name resolution and present a metric to quantify their 

impact, based on resolver behaviour. We introduce a metric to 

analyse the administrative complexity of a DNS zone, a 

contributing factor to misconfiguration. We propose a system for 

soft anchoring to minimize the impact of misconfigurations on 

name resolution. Using production DNSSEC data we show the 

pervasiveness of DNSSEC-related misconfigurations and show 

how our soft anchoring approach helps maintain availability of 

otherwise unreachable zones. 

Proposed work 

System overview 

The entire model comprises of three steps. The first step 

focuses on feature extraction which involves the extra security to 

the DNSSEC. This initial step is then followed by feature 

classification which involves various operations performed to 

secure the public data. This final input is that the data should not 

be leaked out even to the second person. 

Feature Extension 

The Security was not a primary objective when the DNS 

was designed in mid 1980’s and a number of well known 

vulnerabilities have been identified. DNSSEC provides a 

cryptographic solution to the problem, which seems pretty 

simple and intuitive. To prove that data in a DNS reply is 

authentic, each zone creates public/private key pairs and then 

uses the private portions to sign data. Its public keys are stored 

in a new type of RR called DNSKEY, and all the signatures are 

stored in another new type of RR called RRSIG. 

In response to a query, an authoritative server returns both 

the requested data and its associated RRSIG RRset. A resolver 

that has learned the DNSKEY of the requested zone can verify 

the origin authenticity and integrity of the reply data. To resist 

replay attacks, each signature carries a definitive expiration time. 

The initial design of the DNS was specified. The outward 

appearance is ahierarchical name space with typed data at the 

nodes.Control of the database is also delegated in a hierarchical 

fashion. The intent was that the data types be extensible, with the 

addition of new data types continuing indefinitely as new 

applications were added. Although the system has been modified 

and refined in several areas the current specifications and usage 

are quite similar to the original definitions. 

 
Fig 1. Implementation 

 

The initial DNS design assumed the necessity of striking a 

balance between a very lean service and a completely general 

distributed database. A lean service was desirable because it 

would result in more implementation efforts and early 

availability. A general design would amortize the cost of 

introduction across more applications, provide greater 

functionality, and increase the number of environments in which 

the DNS would eventually be used. The “leanness” criterion led 

to a conscious decision to omit many of the functions one might 

expect in a state-of-the-art database. 

  In particular, dynamic update of the database with the 

related atomicity, voting, and backup considerations was 

omitted. The intent was to add these eventually, but it was 

believed that a system that included these features would be 

viewed as too complex to be accepted by the community. 

The DNS internal name space is a variable-depth tree where 

each node in the tree has an associated label. The domain name 

of a node is the concatenation of all labels on the path from the 

node to the root of the tree. Labels are variable-length strings of 

octets, and each octet in a label can be any 8-bit value.  

The zero length label is reserved for the root. Name space 

searching operations (for operations defined at present) are done 

in a case-insensitive manner (assuming ASCII).  

Thus the labels “Paul”, “paul”, and “PAUL”, would match 

each other. This matching rule effectively prohibits the creation 

of brother nodes with labels having equivalent spelling but 

different case. The rational for this system is that it allows the 

sources of information to specify its canonical case, but frees 

users from having to deal with case. Labels are limited to 63 

octets and names are restricted to 256 octets total as an aid to 

implementation, but this limit could be easily changed if the 

need arose. 

 
Fig 2. Data hacking method 

We show that under a reasonable DNSSEC deployment and 

choice of CoT, an adversary would need to be able to perform 

on-path Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks on arbitrary traffic of 

up to 90 percent of all of the Autonomous Systems (ASes) in the 

Internet for even a 10 percent chance of spoofing a DNSKEY.             

Achieve robust verification with a new model, called Public 

Data, which delights operational operations as Communities of 

Trust (CoTs) and makes them the verification substrate. On 

quantifying the system, using a reasonable DNSSEC deployment 

model and a typical choice of a CoT, an adversary would need to 

be able to have visibility into and perform on-path Man-in-the-

Middle (MitM) attacks. The proposed algorithm was flexible and 

could be used in other application problems.  Our limited 

deployment of Vantages has outperformed the verifiability of 

DNSSEC and has properly validated at the end of time.                 

Using DES Encrypt overall in base of website access. 

 to authenticate himself 

 to authenticate messages with a time reference 

 to generate all the Session Keys he needs for Email (as one 

possible application) 

 to generate several keys for other applications: banking, 

electronic commerce, electronic voting, casino games at home 
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Peer-to-peer systems and applications are distributed 

systems without any centralized control or hierarchical 

organization, where the software running at each node is 

equivalent in functionality. A review of the features of recent 

peer-to-peer applications yields a long list: redundant storage, 

permanence, selection of nearby servers, anonymity, search, 

authentication, and hierarchical naming. Despite this rich set of 

features, the core operation in most peer-to-peer systems is 

efficient location of data items. The contribution of this paper is 

a scalable protocol for lookup in a dynamic peer-to-peer system 

with frequent node arrivals and departures. The Chord protocol 

supports just one operation: given a key, it maps the key onto a 

node.  

Depending on the application using Chord, that node might 

be responsible for storing a value associated with the key. Chord 

uses a variant of consistent hashing to assign keys to Chord 

nodes. Consistent hashing tends to balance load, since each node 

receives roughly the same number of keys, and involves 

relatively little movement of keys when nodes join and leave the 

system. Previous work on consistent hashing assumed that nodes 

were aware of most other nodes in the system, making it 

impractical to scale to large number of nodes. In contrast, each 

Chord node needs “routing” information about only a few other 

nodes. Because the routing table is distributed, a node resolves 

the hash function by communicating with a few other nodes.  

In proposed system, The Chord protocol solves this 

challenging problem in decentralized manner. It offers a power 

full primitive: given a key, it determines the node responsible for 

storing the key’s value, and does so efficiently. The 

Disadvantage is that many distributed peer-to-peer applications 

need to determine the node that stores a data item. 

It is widely recognized that security is a fundamental 

challenge facing the Internet today, and cryptographic 

technologies are generally viewed as a powerful toolset for 

addressing security challenges. Over the past several years, there 

have been a number of efforts to retrofit existing protocols with 

cryptographic protection. One clear lesson that has emerged 

from these efforts is that adding cryptographic protection to 

existing systems tends to be difficult.  

This is especially true for Internet-scale systems. Internet- 

scale systems are large in size as measured by the number of 

their components, which belong to a large number of 

independent administrative authorities without any central 

control.  

Yet deploying a cryptographic protection in an Internet-

scale system means that the mechanism needs to be deployed 

across the entire Internet and can be used by all desired parties in 

a cohesive manner. 

In this paper we examine the DNS Security Extensions 

(DNSSEC). The DNSSEC protocol set is considered mature and 

its global deployment efforts started a few years ago. Our 

SecSpider monitoring project has been tracking the DNSSEC 

deployment since shortly after the rollout began. Our public site 

tracks the number of secured DNS zones as viewed from diverse 

locations around the globe. It allows one to determine whether a 

particular zone has turned on DNSSEC and also tracks the 

evolution of zone specific operational decisions, such as the 

choice of public keys and signature lifetimes. Live data has been 

available for a few years and historical data dating back to the 

first few months of DNSSEC deployment is also available. 

To quantify both the effectiveness of cryptographic 

protection that early DNSSEC adopters may gain and the 

obstacle in DNSSEC deployment, we analyze the collected 

DNSSEC monitoring data using three measurement metrics: 

availability, verifiability, and validity Our measurement and 

analysis show that there are a number of challenges that were not 

anticipated in the design but have become evident in the 

deployment. First, middle boxes, such as firewalls and NATs, 

that exist in today’s Internet infrastructure have proven to be 

obstacles in DNSSEC rollout and have resulted in unforeseen 

availability problems.  

Second, the public-key delegation system in the DNSSEC 

design has not evolved as it was hoped and it currently leaves 

more than 97% of DNSSEC enabled zones isolated and 

unverifiable , unless some external key authentication 

mechanism is added. Third, our results show that cryptographic 

protection has its own limitations. 

From our seed data we selected a representative subset of 

production signed zones for analysis. With this objective, our 

data set includes fewer signed zones than other analyses.  

However, because names in our data set were either indexed 

by ODP, queried by clients at, or submitted by interested parties, 

we justify our data set as a representative subset of production 

zones. We excluded zones whose names contained “test”, 

“bogus”, “bad”, and “fail” or that were subdomains of known 

DNSSEC test namespaces (e.g.,dnsops.gov and dnsops.biz, of 

the Secure Naming Infrastructure Pilot). We further filtered 

zones by including only islands of security that had some public 

intent to be validated by resolvers—those with an authentication 

chain to the root zone trust anchor (after the July 2010 signing of 

the root) or with an authentication chain to the trust anchor at 

ISC’s DNSSEC.  

Look-aside Validation was introduced to allow an arbitrary 

zone to be securely linked to a zone other than its hierarchical 

parent, for scalable validation prior to the signing of the root. We 

note that other DLV services exist but are populated with 

DNSKEYs discovered through DNSSEC polling, which means 

that users may not have explicitly opted in for production 

validation.We therefore consider only zones registered with 

ISC’s DLV service as production signed zones. 

  The negative result of the last section depends strongly on 

the assumption that a faulty processor may refuse to pass on 

values it has received from other processors or may pass on 

fabricated values. This section addresses the situation in which 

the latter possibility is precluded. We will assume, in other 

words, that a faulty processor may "lie" about its own value and 

may refuse to relay values it has received, but may not relay 

altered values without betraying itself as faulty. 

  In practice, this assumption can be satisfied to an arbitrarily 

high degree of probability using authenticators. An authenticator 

is a redundant augment to a data item that can be created, 

ideally, only by the originator of the data. A processor p 

constructs an authenticator for a data item d by calculating 

Ap[d], where Ap is some mapping known only top. It must be 

highly improbable that a processor q other than p can generate 

the authenticator Ap[d] for a given d. At the same time, it must 

be easy for q to check, for a given p, v, and d, that v = Ap[d]. 

The problem of devising mappings with these properties is a 

cryptographic one. Methods for their constructions are 

discussed. For many applications in which faults are due to 

random errors rather than to malicious intelligence, any 

mappings that "suitably randomize" the data suffice. 

A scenario o is carried out in the following way. As before, 

let v = o(p) designate p's private value, p communicates this 

value to r by sending r the message consisting of the triple (p, a, 

v), where a = Ap[v]. When r receives the message, it checks that 

a = Ap[v]. If so, r takes v as the value of a(rp). Otherwise r lets 

o(rp) = NIL. More generally, ifr receives exactly one message of 
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the form (pl, al(p2, a2 ... (p~, ak, V) ... )), where ak ffi Ah[v] and 

for 1 _< i _< k - 1, a, = A,[(p,+l, a,+l ... (pk, ak, v)], then ff(r~01 

.-- jOk) ~- V. Otherwise, o(rpl . . . pk) = NIL. 

These results by no means answer all the questions one 

might pose about interactive consistency. The algorithms 

presented here are intended to demonstrate existence. The 

construction of efficient algorithms and algorithms that work 

under the assumption of restricted communications is a topic for 

future research. Other questions that will be considered include 

those of reaching approximate agreement and reaching 

agreement under various probabilistic assumptions.  

The problem of obtaining interactive consistency appears to 

be quite fundamental to the design of fault-tolerant systems in 

which executive control is distributed.  

In the SIFT fault-tolerant computer under development at 

SRI, the need for an interactive consistency algorithm arises in at 

least three aspects of the design--synchronization of clocks, 

stabilization of input from sensors, and agreement on results of 

diagnostic tests. 

Conclusions 

This paper mainly explained how the details is secured from 

the second person and decrypted by the administration people it 

is of 99.5% secured when compared to all other techniques 

which is not secured at the off axis. We also used our model to 

make qualitative and quantitative contributions to DNSSEC by 

implementing and deploying vantages, as it addresses the 

operational challenges ranging from using diverse data sources 

(DNS,web,etc.) to aligning costs with incentives for 

deployment.It has been able to properly verify its data more than 

twice as well as DNSSEC. 
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